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Pastor's Letter
Dear Parishioners,
At the start of this fiscal year beginning in July, we had
no idea what the remainder of the year had in store
for us, and we still don’t. Still, we have much to be
grateful for. Many of you have initiated electronic
giving which is indeed a blessing. Those of you not
comfortable with that mode of giving have made it
your mission to drop off or mail your contributions……
and have done that with a consistent ferocity. As your
pastor you inspire me with your commitment.
Since March we all have been living a shared
experience that this pandemic has produced. We at
the parish have deployed every measure possible to
provide a safe environment for you to return to
worship. We feel we have accomplished that but also
understand that some of you are not ready. We are
here for you when you are.
It is easy to focus on what we have lost, what we have
had to give up, but let us instead focus on what we’ve
gained. More time with family, more opportunities for
prayer and reflection, more time caring for those who
need it and more emphasis on what is truly
important.
Pope Francis recently released a new encyclical
entitled Fratelli Tutti. It is a beautiful document that I
invite you all to explore, he invites us to “renewed
hope.” The Holy Father writes in part: For God
continues to sow abundant seeds of goodness in our
human family. The recent pandemic enabled us to
recognize and appreciate once more all those around us who, in the midst of fear, responded by putting
their lives on the line. We began to realize that our lives are interwoven with and sustained by ordinary
people valiantly shaping the decisive events of our shared history: doctors, nurses, pharmacists,
storekeepers and supermarket workers, cleaning personnel, caretakers, transport workers, men and
women working to provide essential services and public safety, volunteers, priests and religious… They
understood that no one is saved alone.
During a crisis our faith can be challenged, and it can be hard to see God’s plan, but we have to
keep searching. So, let us be hopeful and full of prayer for all those who suffer and full of
thanksgiving for all caregivers as well as essential workers. Let us use this COVID experience to
build bridges not divisions because that is what God wants from all of us. As Jesus says in John
15:12 “My command is this: Love each other as I have loved you.”
Sincerely in our Lord,
Fr. Peck
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These graphs illustrate the
numbers reported and also
present a picture of the
activities throughout the
preceding year.

When budget planning
for FY 20/21 we took the
loss experienced in the
last four months of
FY19/20 and forecasted
that to determine
budgetary cuts. With
the changes we have
made, while not ideal,
we are operating with
fiscal responsibility .

